
Association of Amherst Students
Senate 2021 - 2022

Agenda for September 13, 2021

I. Attendance
II. Public Comment

There was no public comment.

III. Minutes

The minutes from 9/06 were approved.

IV. BC Recs

Jae Yun presented the budgetary committee’s recommendations.

A motion to approve the budgetary committee’s recommendations was approved.

V. On-Campus Check-ins

Maira noted that there was a message in the group chat about questions for Liz Agosto, and
that there would be a meeting on Friday to discuss those issues.

Sydney stated that all of the COVID-related discussion from the last AAS Senate meeting was
sent to Dean Agosto. While Dean Agosto has not gotten back to Sydney, these questions will
likely be posted on the upcoming FAQ page about COVID-19 on the college website.

Cole asked about the food containers being deposited in common areas, where some students
regret that the deposit locations in dorms make work more difficult for Amherst College staff
members. He expressed a desire for AAS to discuss a solution to this issue, as well as his
opinion that drop-off boxes should not be placed in dorms since it is taking workers away from
more core functions. It is reasonable to ask students to take the containers back to val.

Anna stated that she was worried that, last year, when she lived in Hitchcock dorm, many
people threw the green containers in the trash, thereby negating the purpose of having the
containers.

https://amherstcollege.zoom.us/j/97736314179
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Jae Yun stated that it’s a trade-off between having containers thrown away and making work
more difficult for Val workers.

Anna '24 asked to remind the student body to bring their containers back to Val when possible
and reminding students that it’s on us.

Gavi asked if we could move the deposit locations away from common areas to hallways near
the exit, making it easier for workers to pick them up. She also asked if it would be beneficial to
add signs around campus to encourage students to drop off their containers near val.

Sydney noted that having jobs specifically for picking up the containers from the drop-off
locations once a day could be a role for students as a paid position.

Anna '23 said that Sydney’s proposal is interesting, and that there is outdoor space between
dorms that could have drop-off locations, as opposed to the common rooms within dorms.

Maira added that moving the boxes outdoors could be helpful, and asked who we would talk to
about changing these locations — perhaps the Dining Committee?

Allie said that we could talk to Joe Flueckiger about the paid student roles to pick up the
containers.

Sydney said that having one person per dorm in this position could work.

Jae Yun said that one step in the right direction would be to encourage students to throw out
the food before depositing the containers, which would help with the smell and make it easier
for Val workers to clean up the containers.

Cole read the relevant passage from the article in The Student about container drop-offs,
where employees at Val stated that the additional work is taxing. As students, we have a
responsibility to sacrifice the convenience of having drop-boxes in dorms for the sake of the
college’s workers.

Lori said that it’s a good idea in theory to ask people to put their boxes away, but that people
realistically will be throwing them away, as they did last semester. Perhaps publicizing a
reminder about depositing boxes through social media would also be effective. She also added
that some dorms do not have compost bins, which would make it easier to clean out the
containers before depositing them.
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Allie noted that, in practice, many people have stacked the green boxes outside their rooms,
which creates a problem for other residents in the hall. This situation could arise if drop-boxes
are removed.

Yvette noted that, last semester, people who kept the boxes in the rooms led to dorm-wide
emails asking students to drop off their boxes. Removing the drop-off locations could add to
this issue.

Angelina asked about getting additional compost bins near the dorms to help reduce the scale
of the issue.

Angelina arrived in the Red Room, after attending the beginning of the meeting virtually.

Angelina continued that the added compost bins would make it more sanitary, noting that
many people will not accept the shift of not having deposit bins in dorms and will lead to more
thrown-out boxes. She suggested that we could speak with Joe Flueckiger. She asked
senators if they would like to take point on that, with Maira, Cole, Anna '24, and Lori
volunteering.

Lori suggested that we could have signs above the drop-off boxes telling people to clean out
their green boxes first.

Gavi asked if we could start having regular plates and silverware at Val and if there are any
plans for that.

Anna '23 reminded the room that there are individual drop-off boxes in each of the Greenway
buildings, for example, which could be made easier by just having one box outside in between
the Greenways, which would still be convenient for students but

Allie noted that each Greenway has 3 boxes, so having all of them together would be 12, so it
might still be difficult to pick up capacity-wise.

Angelina noted that weather might also be a concern with outdoor drop-off points.

Anna '23 noted that there’s a tent between the Greenways to help with weather-related issues.
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Yvette added that people like to study in that tent, and that heat and insects could be a
concern.

Anna '24 noted that there are skunks, and leaving the boxes outside could be a concern.

Sydney asked about the water bottles provided at Val, noting that many dorms have water
bottle filler, and that every day Val seems to produce a new type of disposable water bottle for
students which may not be sustainable. She asked when this would cease to be provided, or
perhaps giving students a reusable bottle or making it so that students have to ask for one.

Maira asked about the Senate Project to give water bottles for everyone, noting that giving
people a water bottle may reduce the demand for disposable ones.

Allie said that giving out water bottles was part of the original water plan last year, and was
wondering if students would still be interested in that.

Yvette and Jae Yun raised the issue of paying for the bottles.

Gavi said that moving away from these disposable bottles is a priority, but that giving out
reusable ones without removing the disposable bottles might not make a difference.

Cal approved of the idea, noting that it is very hard to get water whenever Val is not open, so
having reusable bottles could be helpful in terms of access to water.

Jasper asked how many people here don’t already have a reusable bottle. Every senator has
one already.

Allie said that she talked to Joe Flueckiger who is trying to phase them out already, but
because not all dorms have bottle fillers, they have not done it yet. The athletic facilities also do
not have refill stations, so coaches take a lot of those bottles. The lack of refill stations is a key
driver of the demand for disposable bottles.

Sydney said that they can have the disposable waters available, but more discreetly in order to
dissuade people from taking them. She added that giving out reusable bottles forces people to
recognize that everyone has one, so not having one is no longer an excuse. She added that
dorms also have sinks which can dispense potable water. Val would also save money by not
buying as many disposable bottles.
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Allie said that she did the math already, and that buying every student a bottle would be about
$11,000, while $110,000 was spent on boxed water in one semester, so we would be saving
hundreds of thousands of dollars each year. In addition, the cost of installing the refill stations
was $192,000, or about the cost of disposable bottles in one year.

Angelina agreed that providing reusable bottles might be helpful, but students might lose them
anyway which could lead to a waste of money. She is also concerned about hygiene and the
work involved in frequently washing the bottles.

Gavi noted that before the refill stations were installed, the athletes still got water, asking how
that was done? She also added that students could just wash bottles when doing their dishes.

Jae Yun noted that if Val used regular dishes, bottles could also be washed and the green box
issue would also be solved. It would also signal a further step on our path to normality.

VI. Senate Project/Committee Updates

Lucas stated that elections would be held Thursday, with speech night on Wednesday. There
were 11 candidates for the Class of 2025, 1 candidate for the Class of 2024, and no candidates
for the Judiciary Council, Transfer Students, or the Class of 2023.

Cole said that the email about the JC seats was not sent out to all students.

Lucas replied that he would extend the filing deadline and send another email about the open
seats to all students.

Angelina explained what a senate project is, noting that every senator has to conduct a project
to benefit the community in some way

Anna '23 asked about how COVID-19 restrictions affect senate projects and was worried that
they could hamper her ideas. She proposed an idea to have an opportunity for students to get
professional headshots.

Yvette stated that the Loeb Center does that.

Anna '23 also proposed an addition to TYPO for staff members.

Ilyssa noted that that already exists, called TYSO, but students are not aware of it.
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Anna '23 also proposed a walkathon for COVID in Amherst, noting concerns about the
COVID-19 restrictions for such an event.

Cole noted that such an event already exists.

Jae Yun stated that the walkathon should be allowed since it is allowed.

Anna '23 asked if we could get food trucks for the walkathon. Cole noted that we could end up
spending more on the trucks than we raise in terms of money.

Angelina noted that many of these ideas already exist but are not publicized, so promoting
them on campus could be a good project.

Allie asked if PVTA could be free for on-campus students during breaks.

Jae Yun stated that it is only available during the school year because AAS only funds events
for the academic year.

Basma proposed that the administration could pay for it.

Allie asked about allowing more people to live off-campus, or at least to raise the current cap of
50.

Jae Yun proposed that Allie make her own committee for the project to rally for that cause, and
that Residential Life and Student Affairs would be good people to talk to.

Angelina noted that the main argument against it would be that Amherst is a residential college.

Ilyssa asked about when committee elections are, since some faculty committees are now
reaching out to members from last year.

Basma stated that committee elections will resume once new senators are elected. She added
that any committee emails should be forwarded to her.

Yvette asked if J-Term will be again, and if AAS will be funding PVTA during that time period
since school is technically in session. She also asked about having a Five-College saferide and
if this could be a senate project.
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Angelina noted that the Five College Coordinating Committee will reach out to them to reaise
the issue.

Jae Yun added that all five colleges could help fund this idea. He added that PVTA is not
funded during J-Term because many students are not on campus during that time. However,
Jae Yun added that it would be great if the college could pay for it.

Anna '24 noted that, last year, housing demand within the Town of Amherst was a concern
regarding off-campus housing.

Cole asked about PVTA during J-Term, since we normally wouldn’t have classes during this
time but this year we will. He added that we should rethink the rationale about not having PVTA
during breaks, since it is a baseline resource for students without cars to get around the area.
He said that it is reasonable that a student government should help provide for students’ basic
needs while they are here.

Angelina expressed agreement with Cole’s points.

Allie noted that many of the people on campus during breaks are also international students or
those who can’t go home, and that should be considered as well.

Angelina asked if this is a conversation for Jae Yun and Paul Gallegos.

Jae Yun said that he is open to having AAS-funded PVTA, but that the college should play a
part since many people who are on campus over break are doing work for the college.

Anna '23 asked if we will have Mammoth Day again.

Sydney said that they are planning to make it an annual event. She also noted that she printed
out several Headspace posters and asked if senators could take some to hang up in their
dorms.

Lucas asked about shuttles to airports during Thanksgiving break.

Jae Yun said that this is handled by the Transportation Committee.
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Angelina said that once we have formed a committee, the shuttles will be handled by the
committee, and that we always provide shuttles for Spring and Thanksgiving break.

VII. Officer Reports

There were no officer reports.

VIII. Adjournment

The senate adjourned.

Minute Taker: Lucas Romualdo ‘24, AAS Secretary
Length of Meeting: One Hour


